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GUIDE
R 929.3 H294G Guide to the Draper Manuscripts

CALENDAR SERIES
R 929.3 S797C Calendar of the Frontier Wars Papers of the Draper Collection of Manuscripts
R 929.3 S797C Calendar of the Thomas Sumter Papers of the Draper Collection of Manuscripts
R 929.3 S797C Calendar of the George Rogers Clark Papers of the Draper Collection of Manuscripts.
R 929.3 S797P The Preston and Virginia Papers of the Draper Collection of Manuscripts.
DRAPER MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION

R 929.3 S797C Calendar of the Tennessee and King's Mountain Papers of the Draper Collection of Manuscripts

R 929.3 S797C Calendar of the Kentucky Papers of the Draper Collection of Manuscripts.

TRANSCRIPTIONS

RB Boone Daniel Life of Daniel Boone

R 929.2 B724D Lyman C. Draper's Notes of His Interview with Samuel Boone: The State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Draper MSS. 22 S 241–68

RB Boone Daniel My Father, Daniel Boone: The Draper Interviews with Nathan Boone

R 975.8 G352 Georgia, Alabama, and South Carolina Papers: Volume 1V of the Draper Manuscript Collection

R 929.3 H437G The George M. Bedinger Papers: Volume 1A of the Draper Manuscript Collection.

R 977.3 H437I The Illinois Manuscripts: Volume 1Z of the Draper Manuscript Collection.

R 975.7 H437H The South Carolina Papers Volume 1TT.

R 975.5 H437G The Virginia Papers. 5 vols.

R 975.5 D765A Action at the Galudoghson, December 14, 1742: Colonel James Patton, Captain John McDowell and the First Battle with the Indians in the Valley of Virginia with an Appendix Containing Early Accounts of the Battle

R 976.9 F935 Frontier Memories II: Rev. John Dabney Shane Interviews as Taken from the Draper Manuscripts
R 976.9 F935 Frontier Memories III: Rev. John Dabney Shane Interviews as Taken from the Draper Manuscripts

R 973 D765B Border Forays and Adventures: From the Manuscripts of Lyman Copeland Draper and the Wisconsin Historical Society

INDEXES

R 929.3 G796I Index to the Draper Manuscripts Series NN, the Pittsburgh and Northwest Virginia Papers

Finding aid counter Draper’s Handwritten Indexes—Four binders with copies of indexes Lyman C. Draper created for some of the manuscript volumes [Printed from the microfilm]

DOCUMENTARIES

R 976.9 B167D Daniel Boone, Master of the Wilderness

973.336 D765K King's Mountain and Its Heroes: History of the Battle of King's Mountain, October 7th, 1780, and the Events Which Led to It

R 977.01 E19F The Frontiersmen: A Narrative

R 973.41 E59A Affair at Captina Creek

R 976.9553 E59I In Search of Morgan's Station and "The Last Indian Raid in Kentucky."

R 977.1 F935 Frontier Advance on the Upper Ohio, 1778–1779.

R 973.3 K29F Frontier Retreat on the Upper Ohio 1779–1781.

R 975.5 K82V The Virginia Frontier, 1754–1763.

R 977 F992 Further Materials on Lewis Wetzel and the Upper Ohio Frontier
DRAPER MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION

R 970.0049 I39  Indian Warfare in Western Pennsylvania and North West Virginia at the Time of the American Revolution: Including the Narrative of Indian and Tory Depredations by John Crawford, the Military Reminiscences of Captain Henry Jolly, and the Narrative of Lydia Boggs Shepherd Cruger

R 977 B717R  Recollections of Lewis Bonnett, Jr. (1778–1850) and the Bonnett and Wetzel Families.

R 976.9553 M133E  The Early History of Montgomery County, Kentucky

R 975.4 P346B  Biographical Sketches of the Pioneers: Their Lives and Adventures

R 977 P346N  Narratives of Pioneer Life and Border Warfare: Personal Recollections, Memoirs and Reminiscences of Indian Campaigns, Captivities and Pioneer Life on the Eastern Frontier

R 976.9 D184  Daniel Boone and Others on the Kentucky Frontier: Autobiographies and Narratives, 1769–1795

R 973.333 T548F  Frontier Defense on the Upper Ohio 1777–1778

973.27 D637  Documentary History of Dunmore's War, 1774 Compiled from the Draper Manuscripts in the Library of the Wisconsin Historical Society and Published at the Charge of the Wisconsin Society of the Sons of the American Revolution

R 973.3 R454  The Revolution on the Upper Ohio, 1775–1777
BIOGRAPHIES
R 928.1 H587P  Pioneer’s Mission, the Story of Lyman Copeland Draper
R 973.01 L866K  Keepers of the Past

OTHER
976.8 M822D  The Draper Manuscripts as Relating to Tennessee
R 929.3 S296D  The Draper Collection of Manuscripts.
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